
NC750X
ADVENTURE

Cosmetic enhancement for front 
cowl. Tubular steel front cowl 
surround enhances rugged looks 
and also serves as LED fog light stay.

COWL ORNAMENT
08P70-MGS-D31

1.5

202 €

Akrapovic slip-on exhaust with 
Titanium sleeve, street legal with E1 
and TUV approval; can be used with 
panniers.

TITANIUM AKRAPOVIC 
SLIP-ON EXHAUST
08F88-MGS-900

937 €

Attachment required for mounting 
LED fog lights. Cowl ornament 
(08P70-MGS-D31) is required to fit 
this accessory.

FOG LIGHT ATTACHMENTS
08V70-MGS-D30

443 €

Kit includes two LED fog lights.

Sarja sisältää 2 kpl sumuvaloja.

LED FOG LIGHT KIT
08V72-MGS-D30

2.2

361 €
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Top box with 35L carrying capacity; 
can store one full-face helmet, 
finished in Mat Cynos Grey. 1-key 
operation requires addition of 
cylinder inner (08885-HAC-P00) 
and cylinder body kit 
(08885-HAC-P10).

TOP BOX 35L
08L71-KZL-860

0.2

143 €

Black nylon, expands from 21L to 
35L; front pocket will hold an A4-
size file. Finished with Silver Honda 
Wing logo, complete with adjustable 
shoulder strap and carry handles.

TOP BOX INNER BAG
08L56-MY5-800

65 €

Additional upper pad improves 
pillion comfort; for brushed 
aluminium-look 45L top box.

UPPER PILLION PAD
08P60-MBT-801

0.2

84 €

Dual integrated rear panniers with 
29L storage capacity, featuring 
1-key operation.

REAR PANNIERS 29L
08L76-MGS-D30

451 €

Kit includes 39L top box and 
backrest, rear carrier, plus 1-key 
cylinder inner and body kits.

TOP BOX 39L KIT 
08L39-MGJ-RTB

0.3

255 €

Top box with 48L carrying capacity 
plus backrest. 1-key operation 
requires addition of cylinder inner 
kit (08885-HAC-P00) and cylinder 
body kit (08885-HAC-P10). 

TOP BOX 48L  
(INCLUDING BACKREST)
08L48-RTB-CBBR

256 €

Top box with 39L carrying capacity 
plus backrest. 1-key operation 
requires addition of cylinder inner 
kit (08885-HAC-P00) and cylinder 
body kit (08885-HAC-P10). 

TOP BOX 39L 
(INCLUDING BACKREST)
08L39-RTB-CBBR

157 €

Kit includes 48L top box and 
backrest, rear carrier, plus 1-key 
cylinder inner and body kits.

TOP BOX 48L KIT 
08L48-MGJ-RTB

0.3

344 €

Coloured lid on 48L Regional top 
box. Available in Pearl Nightstar 
Black (08L48-RTB-000ZA), Pearl 
Cool White (08L48-RTB-000ZC), 
Pearl Siena Red (08L48-RTB-000ZE) 
and Moondust Silver Metallic 
(08L48-RTB-000ZG). 

 

COLOUR LID   
(48L TOP BOX)
08L48-RTB-000ZE

95 €

Top box with 45L carrying capacity, 
can store two full-face helmets; 
features lid with brushed aluminium-
look panels for rugged looks. 1-key 
operation requires addition of 
cylinder inner kit (08885-HAC-P00) 
and body kit (0885-HAC-P10), 
pillion pad not included.

TOP BOX 45L
08L55-EWL-801E

0.2

370 €

Coloured lid on 39L Regional top 
box. Available in Pearl Nightstar 
Black (08L39-RTB-000ZA), Pearl 
Cool White (08L39-RTB-000ZC), 
Pearl Siena Red (08L39-RTB-000ZE) 
and Moondust Silver Metallic 
(08L39-RTB-000ZG). 

 

COLOUR LID  
(39L TOP BOX)
08L39-RTB-000ZE

90 €

Rear carrier required to mount 35L 
and 45L top boxes; pannier stay kit 
(08L74-MGS-J30) is required to fit 
this accessory. Available in Black 
(08L70-MJJ-D30) and Silver (08L72-
MJJ-D70).

REAR CARRIER
08L70-M J J - D30

126 €

0.4
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Lower mount shields deflect wind 
from rider’s feet; finished in Black. 

FOOT DEFLECTOR KIT 
08R71-MGS-D30

0.2

115 €

Lower mount shields deflect wind 
from rider’s feet; finished in Black. 
For DCT model.

FOOT DEFLECTOR KIT (DCT)
08R71-MGS-D50

0.4

115 €

Side-mounted shields divert wind 
from rider’s legs; finished in Black.

LEG DEFLECTORS
08R70-MGS-D30

0.3

115 €

Main stand ensures secure parking 
on variable surfaces and facilitates 
chain maintenance and rear wheel 
cleaning.

MAIN STAND
08M70-MGS-D30

0.2

208 €

Special heat-resistant glue; 
recommended for easy and secure 
installation of heated grips.

HEATED GRIPS ADHESIVE
08CRD-HGC-20GMA

18 €

For aluminium-look top box 45L 
only; dual Black polyurethane 
armrests install on the left and right 
side of the lid improving pillion 
comfort.

PILLION ARMREST KIT
08U91-MBT-801

101 €

Adjustable ride-by-wire shift lever 
operated by left foot. Mechanics and 
electrics pre-set for easy installation.

DCT FOOT SHIFT KIT
08U70-MGS-D50

0.7

443 €

Touring screen for improved wind 
and weather protection; 140mm 
taller, 80mm wider. Includes 
aluminium stay.

TOURING SCREEN
08R72-MGS-D30

0.1

163 €

Slim-profile heated grips featuring 
integrated control with three settings, 
‘smart’ heat allocation that focuses 
on the hand area most cold-sensitive 
and battery-drain protection. Heated 
grip attachment (08T70-MJL-D30) 
and quartet harness (08A70-
MGS-D30) are required to fit this 
accessory, special heat resistant 
glue (08CRDHGC-20GMA) is also 
available. 

HEATED GRIPS
08T50-MGE-800

1.8

322 €

Brushed aluminium-look panels for 
29L panniers match 45L top box, 
instrument cover, tank protection 
cover and side cowls for a rugged 
look.

PANNIER 29L PANEL SET
08F84-MBT-800A

95 €

Compact 118dB alarm featuring 
8-stage movement and shock 
detector plus low-drain sleep 
mode, back-up battery and double 
immobiliser. Pre-wired for easy 
model-specific installation.

AVERTO ALARM SYSTEM
08E50-EWN-800E

231 €

Sturdy pannier stays with integrated 
pillion grab rails, available in Black 
(08L74-MGS-J30) or Silver (08L74-
MGS-J70).

PANNIER STAY KIT
08L74-MGS-J30

0.5

156 €



Holds luggage to rear carrier and 
pillion seat, available in Black. 

CARGO NET
08L63-KAZ-011

25 €

Constructed with tamper-resistant 
barrel. Fits neatly under the seat 
while not in use.

U-LOCK
08M53-MEE-800

120 €

Manufactured from water-resistant 
and breathable fabric, allowing 
bike to dry naturally while covered. 
Protects paint against damaging 
U.V. rays and features a securing 
rope plus access to fit U-lock.

OUTDOOR COVER
08P34-MCH-000

146 €

For powering additional electrical 
equipment; includes bracket to 
position it under the seat. The 
quartet harness (08T49-MGE-810)  
is required to fit this accessory.

12V DC SOCKET
08V71-MGS-D30

1

65 €

Required for 35L top box; cylinder 
body kit for 1-key operation. To be 
combined with cylinder inner kit 
(08885-HAC-P00).

CYLINDER BODY KIT  
(1-KEY OPERATION)
08885-HAC-P10

14 €

Required for 35L top box; cylinder 
inner kit for 1-key operation. To be 
combined with cylinder body kit 
(08885-HAC-P10).

CYLINDER INNER KIT  
(1-KEY OPERATION)
08885-HAC-P00

18 €

Protects paintwork from scratches; 
A4-sized, self-adhesive and cut to 
suit application.

PROTECTIVE FILM
08P73-KBV-800

23 €

Wiring loom required to connect 
navigation device and/or heated 
grips and/or Averto alarm.

QUARTET HARNESS
08A70-MGS-D30

17 €
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PANNIER INNER BAGS 
08L79-MGS-J30  

Robust nylon-fabric pannier inner 
bags with 16L carrying capacity 
each, including front pocket. 
Featuring adjustable straps and 
carry handles, finished in Light Grey 
with Black-embroidered Honda 
Wing logo on front pocket.

98 €

FRONT SIDE COWL  
PANELS
08F70-MGS-D30

Front side cowl panels with brushed 
aluminium-look finish enhance 
rugged looks and match top box/
panniers. Feature Honda Wing logo.

0.1108 €

G3 NAVI ATTACHMENT KIT
08B70-MJL-D30

Attachment for mounting Navi unit. 
Navi unit not included.

54 €

ALARM ATTACHMENT
08E70-MJL-D30

Attachment required to install alarm 
unit.

51 €

SUB HARNESS
08A70-MJL-D30

Wiring loom required to connect 
heated grips.

18 €

TOP BOX DELUXE INNER 
BAG
08L56-MCW-A02

Light Grey nylon inner bag expands 
from 21L to 33L. Fits in all 45L top 
boxes; the front pocket features a 
Black-embroidered Honda Wing 
logo and will hold an A4-sized 
folder. Complete with adjustable 
shoulder strap and carrying handle, 
finished with Black.

72 €

REAR CARRIER FOR  
TOP BOX 
08L00-MGJ-RTB

Required to install top box.

94 €

HEATED GRIPS  
ATTACHMENT  
08T70-MJL -D30

Attachment required for mounting 
heated grips.

32 €

TOP BOX INNER BAG
08L09-MGS-D30

Black nylon, expands from 15L to 
25L; front pocket will hold an A4-
size file. Finished with Silver Honda 
Wing logo, complete with adjustable 
shoulder strap and carry handles.

65 €

PANNIER SUPPORT  
STAY KIT
08L71-MJ J-D30

4-piece painted pannier supports 
bolt on to the pillion step bracket 
and pannier stay. Pannier stay kit 
(08L74-MGS-J30) is required to fit 
this accessory.

0.6244 €
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NC750X

DCT PACK
08HME-MJX-DTC14

DCT FOOT SHIFT KIT  
08U70-MGS-D50

Adjustable ride-by-wire shift lever 
operated by left foot. Mechanics and 
electrics pre-set for easy installation.

FOOT DEFLECTOR KIT (DCT)  
08R71-MGS-D50

Lower mount shields deflect wind 
from rider’s feet; finished in Black. 
For DCT model.

LEG DEFLECTORS  
08R70-MGS-D30

Side-mounted shields divert wind 
from rider’s legs; finished in Black.

TOURING SCREEN  
08R72-MGS-D30

Touring screen for improved wind 
and weather protection; 140mm 
taller, 80mm wider. Includes 
aluminium stay.

697 €
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NC750X

REAR CARRIER FOR 
TOP BOX  
08L70-MJJ-D30

Rear carrier required to 
mount 35L and 45L top 
boxes. Pannier stay kit 
(08L71-MJJ-D30) is required 
to fit this accessory. 
Available in Black (08L70-
MJJ-D30) or Silver (08L72-
MJJ-D70).

6.

QUARTET HARNESS  
08A70-MGS-D30

Wiring loom required to 
connect navigation device 
and/or heated grips and/
or Averto alarm system.

7.

REAR PANNIERS 29L  
08L76-MGS-D30

Dual integrated rear 
panniers with 29L storage 
capacity, featuring 1-key 
operation.

8.

PANNIER 29L  
PANEL SET  
08F84-MBT-800A

Brushed aluminium-look 
panels for 29L panniers 
match 45L top box, 
instrument cover, tank 
protection cover and side 
cowls for a rugged look.

5.

TOURING PACK
08HME-MLX-TO14

HEATED GRIPS  
08T50-MGE-800

Slim-profile heated grips 
featuring integrated control 
with three settings. The 
quartet harness (08A30-
MGE-800) is required to 
fit this accessory, which is 
included in this pack.

1.

PANNIER STAYS / 
PANNIER SUPPORT 
STAY KIT (BLACK)
08L74-MGS-J30 /  
08L71-MJJ-D30

Sturdy pannier stays with 
integrated pillion grab rails. 

4-piece painted pannier 
supports bolt on to the 
pillion step bracket and 
pannier stay.

9.

HEATED GRIPS 
ADHESIVE  
08CRD-HGC-20GMA

Special heat-resistant 
glue; recommended 
for easy and secure 
installation of heated 
grips.

2.

HEATED GRIPS 
ATTACHMENT  
08T70-MJL-D30

Connecting harness for 
heated grips.

3.

4.

MAIN STAND  
08M70-MGS-D30

Main stand ensures secure 
parking on variable 
surfaces and facilitates 
chain maintenance and 
rear wheel cleaning.

4.

TOP BOX 45L  
08L55-EWL-801E

Top box with 45L carrying capacity, 
can store two full-face helmets; 
features lid with brushed aluminium-
look panels for rugged look. 1-key 
operation requires addition of one 
cylinder inner and body kit, pillion 
pad not included.

10.

1, 2, 3.10.

6, 7.

 5, 8, 9.

1.840 €



NC750X

LED FOG LIGHTS KIT  
08V72-MGS-D30

Kit includes two LED fog lights, steel 
front cowl surround and attachments.

MAIN STAND  
08M70-MGS-D30

Main stand ensures secure parking 
on variable surfaces and facilitates 
chain maintenance and rear wheel 
cleaning.

PANNIER 29L PANEL SET  
08F84-MBT-800A

Brushed aluminium-look panels for 
29L panniers match 45L top box, 
instrument cover, tank protection 
cover and side cowls for a rugged 
look.

HEATED GRIPS  
ATTACHMENT  
08T70-MJL-D30

Connecting harness for heated grips.

ADVENTURE PACK
08HME-MLX-AD14

FOG LIGHT ATTACHMENTS  
08V70-MGS-D30

Attachment required for mounting 
LED fog lights.

FRONT SIDE COWL  
PANELS  
08F70-MGS-D30

Front side cowl panels with brushed 
aluminium-look finish enhance 
rugged looks and match top box/
panniers. Feature Honda Wing logo.

HEATED GRIPS  
08T50-MGE-800

Slim-profile heated grips featuring
integrated control with three settings.
The quartet harness is required to  
fit this accessory, which is included in 
this pack.

HEATED GRIPS ADHESIVE  
08CRD-HGC-20GMA

Special heat-resistant glue; 
recommended for easy and secure 
installation of heated grips.

Manufacturers reserve the right to vary specifications, including colours, with or without notice at such times in such manner as deemed appropriate. Major as well as minor changes may be involved. Every effort, 
however, is made to ensure the accuracy of the particulars contained in this brochure. Consult your Dealer for details regarding the specifications of any featured product.

PANNIER STAY KIT 
08L74-MGS-J30

Sturdy pannier stays with 
integrated pillion grab rails, 
available in Black (08L74-
MGS-J30) or Silver (08L74-
MGS-J70).

RELAY KIT  
08A70-MGS-D30

Wiring loom required to connect 
navigation device and/or heated 
grips and/or Averto alarm system.

REAR PANNIERS 29L  
08L76-MGS-D30

Dual integrated rear panniers with 
29L storage capacity, featuring 
1-key operation.

REAR CARRIER FOR 
TOP BOX 35L & 45L  
08L70-MJ J-D30

Rear carrier required to mount 35L 
and 45L top boxes. Pannier stay kit 
(08L74-MGS-J30) is required to fit 
this accessory.

PANNIER SUPPORT 
STAY KIT (BLACK)  
08L71-MJ J-D30

4-piece painted pannier supports 
bolt on to the pillion step bracket 
and pannier stay.

COWL ORNAMENT  
08P70-MGS-D31

Tubular steel front cowl surround 
enhances rugged looks and also 
serves as LED fog light stay.

TOP BOX 45L 
08L55-EWL-801E

Top box with 45L carrying capacity, 
can store two full-face helmets; 
features lid features brushed 
aluminium-look panels for rugged 
look. Pillion pad not included. 

TOURING SCREEN  
08R72-MGS-D30

Touring screen for improved wind 
and weather protection; 140mm 
taller, 80mm wider. Includes 
aluminium stay.
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